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Abstract Earlier research has shown that few studies in Natural Language Generation (NLG) evaluate their system outputs using an

error analysis, despite known limitations of automatic evaluation metrics and human ratings. This position paper takes the stance

that error analyses should be encouraged, and discusses several ways to do so. This paper is based on our shared experience as

authors as well as a survey we distributed as a means of public consultation. We provide an overview of existing barriers to carrying

out error analyses, and propose changes to improve error reporting in the NLG literature.

1 Introduction

Error analysis is a formalised procedure through which

researchers identify and categorise errors in system

output. In the context of Natural Language Genera-

tion (NLG), error identification often means manually

annotating the output text, ideally with multiple an-

notators (van Miltenburg et al., 2021a). The results of

this analysis are often presented in a table, ranking the

error categories by their frequency. This goes beyond

the more common practice of providing some (strate-

gically) hand-picked examples of ‘cherries’ (showing

good model performance) and ‘lemons’ (showing the

opposite).
1

While error analysis is relatively labour-intensive, it

has some important advantages over commonly used

evaluation metrics (see Celikyilmaz et al. 2020 for an

∗
This project was led by the first author. The remaining authors

are presented in alphabetical order.

1
For reference on this terminology, see https://en.wikipedia.org/

wiki/Cherry picking and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lemon law

overview) or human ratings (Howcroft et al., 2020;

van der Lee et al., 2021). These metrics only provide

overall scores, and they do not explain what aspects of

the output show room for improvement. Error analysis

does provide this information, and as such it is an essen-

tial step towards tackling issues with the output. Based

on an error analysis, one might for example establish a

benchmark that targets common weaknesses of NLG

systems. (See Van Miltenburg et al. 2021a for further

discussion.) Moreover, error analyses provide a healthy

dose of skepticism with regard to system performance,

and as such help avoid the fallacy of AI functionality
(Raji et al., 2022)

2
. Finally, it is simply not possible to

automatically evaluate all aspects of NLG output (Raji

et al., 2021). Error analysis is flexible enough to identify

2
Briefly, the fallacy of AI functionality is the assumption that AI

systems work as advertised, and can readily be deployed to carry out

the task they were trained to perform, without any strong evidence to

back up this claim. Although neural NLG systems may achieve high

scores through automatic metrics on community leaderboards, they

may still make surprising mistakes that keep them from being useful.

These mistakes can be detected through manual inspection.
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the issues that are most salient to the human eye.

Despite the usefulness of error analyses, Van Mil-

tenburg et al. (2021a) have shown in their survey of

INLG papers published in 2010, 2015, and 2020 that rel-

atively few NLG papers included them (about 11% of

the papers surveyed). Gehrmann et al. (2022) provide

a similarly low number (about 23% of papers published

at ACL, INLG, or EMNLP 2021). It is unclear why most

authors do not report error analyses in their work, or

how we might encourage authors to carry out an error

analysis. We aim to provide clarity on both counts.

Based on earlier work by Van Miltenburg et al.

(2021a) and our own experiences as NLG researchers,

we identified nine different factors that might influ-

ence authors in their decision (not) to carry out an error

analysis. We then carried out a public consultation in

the form of a survey among NLG researchers to ask for

their opinions on error analysis and to identify addi-

tional barriers and enabling factors for carrying out an

error analysis. This way, we obtained a validated list to

discuss in this position paper, where we take the stance

that error analysis should be promoted.

Our findings suggest that NLG researchers gener-

ally appreciate error analyses they see in the work of

others, but they are held back from carrying out an

error analysis themselves for various reasons. We dis-

cuss the aspects that could enable the reporting of error

analyses and argue for meaningful changes to the pub-

lication process, so that future researchers may reap the

benefits of a research culture where error analyses are

rewarded. The code and data for this research project

are freely available online.
3

2 Related work

2.1 Evaluation of NLP & NLG systems
Evaluation is a hot topic that is garnering more at-

tention in both NLG and NLP research communi-

ties. There is increasing recognition that current au-

tomatic and human evaluation practices are insuffi-

cient (Gehrmann et al., 2022). This has resulted, re-

cently, in several evaluation-focused workshops, such

as Eval4NLP, EvalNLGEval, HumEval, and GEM. This

shows a high interest in topics that specifically address

the question of evaluation. These workshops are being

organised on top of well-established academic confer-

ences and events.

We believe there are several (interconnected) fac-

tors that have led to evaluation receiving this increased

level of attention:

‘Superhuman’ performance Tasks are becoming

saturated more quickly, with systems performing at

3
https://github.com/evanmiltenburg/ErrorAnalysisSurvey

or above what has been defined as a human level of

performance under the given evaluation setup (Kiela

et al., 2021). Current benchmarks have been criti-

cized from two main angles. (1) The decontextualized

setup of these tasks tends to make benchmarks less

natural, which puts human judges at a disadvantage

(Läubli et al., 2020). (2) More generally, it is question-

able whether many of these computational tasks suit-

ably model the broad language tasks that they claim to

model (Raji et al., 2021).

Uninformative metrics There is also an aware-

ness of poor correlation between human judgements

and automatic metrics (Reiter and Belz, 2009; Novikova

et al., 2017; Clinciu et al., 2021), as well as the need to

move beyond a single number to evaluate the perfor-

mance of a given system with diverse sets of evaluation

suites (Mille et al., 2021).

Unequal comparisons Recent advances, such as

the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017), pro-

vided NLP practitioners with new and undoubtedly

powerful tools for building NLG systems and metrics.

However, these novel advances have not yet led to a

flourish of commercial neural NLG systems, which re-

main largely symbolic (Dale, 2020).
4

Neural systems

are prone to hallucination; they include extraneous and

often factually inaccurate content (Ji et al., 2022) that

metrics either miss or were never designed to detect

(Thomson and Reiter, 2021). Dušek et al. (2020) show

that, compared to non-neural data-driven, rule-based,

or template-based models, sequence-to-sequence mod-

els typically score higher on word-overlap metrics such

as BLEU or METEOR, and human ratings for natural-

ness, but lower in human ratings of overall quality.

Taken together, all of the above factors indicate that

our evaluation tasks, metrics, and procedures likely

need to be improved so that we can meaningfully com-

pare different systems with each other as well as to hu-

mans, simple baselines, or other measures of acceptable

performance.

As Gehrmann et al. (2022) note, there are many

known issues with evaluation practices in NLG, and

many proposals have been made to improve the situ-

ation. Gehrmann et al. (2022) looked at the adoption

rates of different evaluation techniques, and they show

that many current best practices (including error anal-

ysis) are not being followed. A recent interview of NLG

practitioners (Zhou et al., 2022) showed that authors

tend to prioritise certain types of quality criteria (such

as correctness, grammaticality, usefulness, etc.) with-

out a shared full understanding of what these crite-

ria mean, something also observed by Howcroft et al.

4
With the exception of machine translation, which may or may

not be counted as an NLG task (depending on who you ask).
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(2020) and Belz et al. (2020). There are also open ques-

tions as to which criteria are sufficient to demonstrate

that a system is suitable for purpose.

2.2 Meta-science
This paper is an exercise in meta-science. By this term,

we mean researchers studying and reflecting on the

way scientific research is carried out and subsequently

reported. Many people associate meta-science with

the open science movement. Following the replication

crisis in psychology and other fields, researchers have

made different proposals to make our results more open

and reproducible (Munafò et al., 2017). In NLP, we

have seen initiatives to improve our reporting practices

(Dodge et al., 2019) and to pre-register studies before

carrying them out (van Miltenburg et al., 2021b).

Next to openness and reproducibility (Belz et al.,

2021), one can also look at the incentive structures

that exist in the scientific community, and that may

boost some kinds of research, while discouraging other

kinds of work. ‘The incentives’ constitute a broad

header, which includes citations (what kinds of papers

get cited?), awards (what kinds of papers get recog-

nized through best paper awards?), community stan-
dards (what is seen as a valuable contribution?), and so

on. Next to these, there are also restrictions such as

paper length (how long should papers be?) which disin-

centivise authors to write lengthy discussions, and thus

form barriers to carry out specific kinds of research.

This paper looks at the structural properties of the NLP

research culture that influence authors’ decisions (not)

to carry out error analyses.

This is not the first study looking at publication in-

centives in NLP. Rogers and Augenstein (2020) discuss

our reviewing process and publication culture, and Van

Miltenburg et al. (2021a) discuss different incentives

that may en/discourage the inclusion of error analyses.

Of those incentives, Gehrmann et al. (2022) identify ac-

countability to reviewers as the main driver to improve

the evaluation quality in published NLG research. This

paper aims to find out to what extent these factors in-

fluence authors’ decisions.

There is also work outside NLP that studies how to

make researchers show desirable behaviour. For exam-

ple, Ali-Khan et al. (2017) looked into incentives to take

part in open science, and Singh et al. (2014) did the same

for engagement in public policy. Given the number of

variables involved in academic publishing, this is a mul-

tifaceted problem with different schools of thought on

peer review improvement. Waltman et al. (2022) argue

that there are four different perspectives on how to im-

prove peer review (focusing on Quality & Reproducibil-

ity, Democracy & Transparency, Equity & Inclusion, Ef-

ficiency & Incentives). These categories of schools of

thought provide a useful framework for thinking about

the implications of any changes to the review process.

For example, the idea to require or reward error analy-

ses as part of the review process aligns with the Quality

& Reproducibility school, but may go against the prin-

ciples of the Efficiency & Transparency school, since it

further burdens the reviewers (who already show signs

of fatigue).

Regardless of your meta-scientific position, any

proposal to improve the field should start by asking

the relevant stakeholders about their experiences and

ideas. We did this through a questionnaire, which is

described in the next section.

3 Method
We asked NLG researchers and practitioners for their

opinions about error analysis, as well as factors that af-

fect the likelihood of including one in their work. We

purposefully did not posit any hypotheses, since our

aim is to describe the current perceptions of error anal-

ysis, and to sketch a path towards greater adoption of

it in NLG research.

Survey Our survey opens with an information let-

ter describing our study and its main goals, followed

by an informed-consent form. Participants were al-

lowed to skip all questions except for the informed con-

sent. Upon their consent, participants were asked some

general demographic questions, followed by questions

about the following topics (see Appendix C for details):

1. Experience reading error analyses

2. Experience carrying out error analyses

3. Barriers and enabling factors to carry out error

analyses

4. Necessity and usefulness of error analyses

5. Reporting practices

6. Other comments

Population of interest Our survey targets re-

searchers and practitioners interested in NLG research.

To maximize our reach, we spread our survey through

Discord, Slack, Twitter, and the Corpora
5

and SIGGEN
6

mailing lists (SIGGEN is the Special Interest Group for

ACL researchers working on Natural Language Genera-

tion). The SIGGEN community is not very large. For the

2020 SIGGEN board member elections, there were 428

eligible members (i.e., people subscribed to the SIGGEN

list, after filtering out any duplicates). Of these, only 92

members cast a ballot.
7

This puts an upper bound on

5
https://mailman.uib.no/listinfo/corpora

6
https://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/wa-jisc.exe?A0=SIGGEN

7
As reported through the SIGGEN mailing list, by Jose M. Alonso

(SIGGEN board member at the time of writing): https://www.jiscmail.

ac.uk/cgi-bin/wa-jisc.exe?A2=SIGGEN;5f3966e0.2012
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Experience in NLG Affiliation

No response 13 No response 12

Less than 2 years 13 Academia 51

2 - 5 years 23 Industry 8

6 - 10 years 5 Other 1

11 or more years 13

I don’t work in NLG 5

Table 1: Demographics for our participants.

the number of responses we might reasonably expect to

receive (particularly since voting takes less effort than

filling in a survey).

Participants We received 72 responses (consenting

to the survey and answering at least one question).

Of those who indicated their affiliation, 51 were aca-

demics, eight were from industry, and one selected

“other”. Table 1 provides a general overview of the de-

mographics. Because of the limited number of respon-

dents per category, we did not carry out any subgroup

analyses.

Analysis We performed a quantitative analysis of the

responses to our closed questions. In addition, we

performed a qualitative analysis of the open question

responses, inspired by other qualitative approaches,

such as thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) and

grounded theory (e.g., Strauss and Corbin 1994). We

first read the responses for each question, to get a gen-

eral sense of the answers. Then, we apply open coding:

we organise the responses using short, descriptive la-

bels (known as codes). The coding was done indepen-

dently by one or two of the authors for each section. We

used these codes to develop coherent themes that are

reflected in the answers (axial coding). In turn, these

themes are used to form a narrative about barriers and

limitations, and enabling factors and benefits of error

analyses.

The goal of obtaining a high inter-annotator agree-

ment (or inter-coder reliability) is often criticized by

qualitative researchers because it assumes the posi-

tivist idea that an objective interpretation of the data

is both possible and desirable (Terry et al., 2017). If the

focus on inter-annotator agreement is too strong, we

may lose track of insights that cannot be captured by

a strictly defined taxonomy. Instead, we can embrace

researcher subjectivity in our quest to gain a deeper

understanding of the perspectives of our respondents.

Through discussions among ourselves, we ensure that

the final narrative is both consistent with and sup-

ported by the coded responses. For a related discus-

sion in NLP, see Basile et al. (2021) and the Perspec-
tivist Data Manifesto (https://pdai.info), where the au-

thors argue against aggregated datasets that hide any

disagreements between annotators.

Pilot and positionality We acknowledge that our

own position on the subject of error analysis is not neu-

tral: all authors are in favor of promoting it. How-

ever, since we are all researchers in NLG, we did fill in

a preliminary version of the survey, along with some

colleagues outside of our project, resulting in 12 com-

plete responses. This enabled us to test the questions,

determine the duration of the survey, and substantiate

our own stance towards error analysis. In lieu of a pre-

registration (since this is not a confirmatory study, see

van Miltenburg et al. 2021b), we made sure to analyse

our responses before the deployment of our survey, and

committed the report to GitHub, so that it would be

time-stamped. None of the authors filled in the final

survey, so we can compare the final results to our own

responses.

IRB approval Before carrying out our study, we ob-

tained ethical approval from the Institutional Review

Board (IRB) at the lead author’s university. See §8 for

more details on our ethical considerations.

4 Results
Our results are generally organised by the topics iden-

tified above in Section 3, but there are several themes

(such as the importance of resources such as time and

money) that recur throughout this section.

4.1 Experience reading error analyses

Of the 49 participants that answered this part of the

survey, the majority (33) recalled having read an er-

ror analysis in an NLG paper. Most respondents found

reading an error analysis at least moderately useful,

and no respondent found it not useful. We also asked

these participants what they found useful about the er-

ror analyses they have read. Their answers will be dis-

cussed in Section 4.4.

Sixteen participants indicated that they have not

previously read a published error analysis. We asked

these participants whether they found it surprising

they had not seen any published error analyses. Seven

participants responded to this question. Of these re-

spondents, three participants agreed with this state-

ment. One surprised respondent reasons that NLG er-

rors are evident to daily users of NLG systems, while an-

other observed that without understanding errors prop-

erly “it is quite hard to correctly develop a system”, con-

trasting to a blind hyperparameter optimization effort

for neural nets.
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Participants who did not find the lack of published

error analyses surprising highlighted that error analysis

is time-consuming, tedious, and that the lack of stan-

dards for error analyses prevents useful comparisons

even if the analysis is conducted. We also anticipated

that these issues would form barriers to the broader

adoption of error analyses, and will return to them in

Section 4.3.

4.2 Experience running error analyses

A total of 37 respondents answered a question regard-

ing whether they had ever carried out an error analy-

sis, with 25 indicating they had and 12 indicating they

had not. The respondents who had carried out an er-

ror analysis indicated in their free-text answers that the

primary challenge and difficulty in carrying out an error

analysis is resources. By this, they chiefly meant time,

but the responses also mention tooling, scale, annota-

tors and other similar factors. Error analyses were also

seen as difficult to conduct, both in terms of develop-

ing a high-quality categorization scheme and in ensur-

ing high inter-annotator agreement. The latter aspect

plays into the resource cost, as iterative development is

needed to ensure high inter-annotator agreement. This

is further exacerbated by the lack of a standard method-

ology.

Experienced participants Among the 23 respon-

dents that had carried out an error analysis, 13 par-

ticipants reported having felt that there had not been

enough resources or reference material for them to

carry out an error analysis. At the same time, almost all

of the participants (22 out of 23) that have conducted an

error analysis would consider conducting another error

analysis again in the future.

When asked why they were likely to carry out an

error analysis in the future, the respondents generally

indicate a belief in the analyses being useful. Some ex-

plicitly state that analyses allow for improved results in

the future and provide insights beyond those provided

by standard evaluation metrics. Some of the other re-

spondents viewed error analyses as required, some for

intrinsic reasons, with one answer being unclear with

regard to whether the requirement is an intrinsic one

or an extrinsic one. A few responses highlight that their

ability to conduct error analyses is limited by resources

or collaborator views on their necessity. One respon-

dent viewed error analyses as unnecessary for academic

publishing, but as a standard operating procedure for

industry work.

Other participants For the participants that have

not carried out an error analysis (12), seven have con-

sidered doing so, or plan to do so in the future, with

only four respondents reporting never having even con-

sidered conducting one. Asked for the reason why they

had not carried out an error analysis, a few respondents

had simply not considered conducting an error analy-

sis. Some lacked the resources, most commonly time,

to do so. Multiple respondents indicated that they were

conducting, or had conducted, research into rule-based

NLG, and as such had ensured their systems did not

make any errors before evaluating them.

When queried whether they would be willing to

carry out an error analysis, seven respondents would

consider conducting an error analysis, four respondents

were uncertain, and one respondent answered with

‘probably not.’ We conclude that our community could

potentially publish more error analyses (after all: most

are willing to do so), given the right publishing environ-

ment. This brings us to the next section.

4.3 Barriers and enabling factors
Quantitative results. Before carrying out this survey, we

identified nine factors that may influence the authors’

decision (not) to carry out an error analysis. These

factors were based on work by Van Miltenburg et al.

(2021a), and our experiences as NLG researchers:

1. Page limits: if there is not enough space to

present an error analysis, authors may be hes-

itant to include it or prioritise other aspects of

their work.

2. Error taxonomy: if there is no established error

taxonomy, authors may find it hard to categorize

errors in the output of their system.

3. Annotation tools: if there are annotation tools

dedicated to error analysis, it would make the

process easier.

4. Crowdsourcing template: if there is no template,

there is a higher barrier to carry out an error anal-

ysis, because the authors need to design a task by

themselves.

5. Appreciation from reviewers: if reviewers do not

ask for error analyses, or they do not reward them

enough, authors are less tempted to carry out an

error analysis.

6. Availability of annotators: if there are no anno-

tators (other than the authors themselves), then

carrying out an error analysis may be considered

too much work to carry out alone.

7. Time: error analysis can be time-consuming. If

researchers don’t have enough time to carry out

an error analysis, they will not do it.

8. Money: if researchers do not have the money

to hire annotators/crowd workers, they need to

carry out the full error analysis themselves.

9. Collaborators: error analysis may be considered

too much work to be carried out alone.

Figure 1 provides an indication of which factors

Northern European Journal of Language Technology



Strongly
disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Somewhat
agree

Strongly
agree

... there was a higher page limit.

... there would be an existing error taxonomy that I could use.

... there would be dedicated annotation tools for error analysis that I could use.

... there would be a crowdsourcing template for carrying out error analyses.

... reviewers paid more attention to error analyses.

... there were an available pool of annotators or crowd workers.

... I had more time.

... I had more money.

... I had more collaborators.

3 3 9 12 4

1 2 6 11 12

1 4 7 10 10

1 4 8 11 8

0 2 6 9 15

3 3 6 13 7

0 4 2 10 16

1 4 3 9 15

0 3 7 10 12

I would be more likely to carry out an error analysis 
in a conference/journal paper if

Figure 1: Heat map table showing our participants’ (dis)agreement with nine statements about factors that make them

more likely to carry out an error analysis. Numbers are absolute, i.e., counts of participants (dis)agreeing. Darker cells

contain higher numbers.

make it more likely for our participants to carry out an

error analysis. For all nine factors, the results skew posi-

tive, with participants recognising all the identified fac-

tors act as barriers to completing error analyses. Three

of these stand out: time, money, and recognition from

reviewers seem to be the most important. These results

are also confirmed by the qualitative results.

Qualitative results. We further surveyed participants

regarding other barriers that prevent them from carry-

ing out an error analysis and what factors would in-

stead enable them. The participants confirmed that

resources are the premier barrier: time (including the

time that could be allocated for improving the NLG sys-

tems), funds, tools to help with error analyses including

a taxonomy of errors, access to experts that could help

with error annotation as well as lack of system outputs

in literature which could be used for comparison. Simi-

larly, Zhou et al. (2022) also found that time limitations,

especially for industry teams, constrained the use of

qualitative or participatory evaluation approaches. As

expected, access to these resources was identified as an

enabler that helps researchers focus their effort on per-

forming error analyses.

A number of participants mentioned that the cur-

rent research culture does not reward such analyses,

which prevents them from performing and reporting

them. In fact, most participants identified culture

change towards error analysis as an important factor

for adopting it. Specifically, the participants proposed

making error analysis a requirement for papers and

explicitly recognising it in review forms; this should

highlight its importance both for research and indus-

trial/commercial applications.

15 participants responded that they are more likely

to include an error analysis in a journal article, moti-

vated by the benefits of publishing in a journal article,

such as a higher page limit, increased time to publish,

and higher demands on details. However, 14 partici-

pants responded that is equally likely to include an er-

ror analysis in a journal article, as well as in a confer-

ence publication as NLG research is heavily conference-

focused.

When asked if there are currently enough resources

to support error analysis, the majority of respondents to

this question reported that error analysis resources are

still missing (20), while a few participants stated that

there are some resources available (10). Participants

suggested that a well-documented error analysis tax-

onomy and procedures and standards, as well as anno-

tation tools, are missing. Also, funding plays an impor-

tant role in performing error analysis.

4.4 Necessity & usefulness
Quantitative results. Figure 2 shows the participants’ at-

titude towards error analyses. The respondents over-

whelmingly agree that error analyses are useful and

provide insight into system performance. At the same

time, we find that our participants have mixed feelings

about carrying out an error analysis themselves. When

asked whether they find it enjoyable or boring/tedious,

there is a slight majority agreeing with both state-

ments. Although some respondents responded posi-

tively to only one of the two statements, nine partici-

pants somewhat agreed with error analysis being both

“enjoyable” and “tedious.” Based on this observation,

we might say that carrying out an error analysis is like

eating broccoli or Brussels sprouts; we all know it is

good for you (and there certainly are long-term health

benefits), but not everyone enjoys the taste, and it may

be difficult to finish your plate.
8

Should both journal and conference papers include

error analyses? Developing our questionnaire, we ex-

8
Continuing the analogy: in our experience, it is generally more

enjoyable to eat (annotate) together, than having dinner alone, even

if you’re not having the same meal.
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Strongly
disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Somewhat
agree

Strongly
agree

There should be more error analyses in the NLG literature

Error analyses are a valuable part of a paper.

Carrying out an error analysis is enjoyable.

Carrying out an error analysis is boring/tedious.

Error analyses are necessary to fully evaluate
the performance of an NLG system.

Knowing what errors a system makes is helpful
for future research.

Knowing what errors a system makes is helpful
for practitioners/NLG in industry.

If you publish at a conference, and you present an NLG system as
one of your main contributions, you should include an error analysis.

If you publish in a journal, and you present an NLG system as
one of your main contributions, you should include an error analysis.

0 1 1 10 19

0 0 2 4 25

0 7 6 14 3

3 4 6 17 0

1 0 1 5 23

0 0 0 9 21

0 0 1 5 24

0 0 5 13 12

0 0 2 10 18

Figure 2: Heat map table showing the distribution of responses to a question where participants were asked to indicate

their (dis)agreement with nine statements about the desirability/usefulness of error analyses. Numbers are absolute,

i.e., counts of participants (dis)agreeing. Darker cells contain higher numbers.

pected that there would be a difference in standards be-

tween journals and conferences; journal papers might

be seen as definitive products of research, while con-

ference papers are still work-in-progress. The prelimi-

nary nature of conference papers might make our par-

ticipants more lenient. Surprisingly, the majority of our

participants agreed for both journal and conference pa-

pers that they should include an error analysis (if appli-

cable). Admittedly, the agreement is less strong for con-

ference papers than for journal papers, but these results

do show that error analysis is important to readers of

NLG papers.

Qualitative results. We asked the participants who

have read error analyses in the past about the useful-

ness of those error analyses. By far the most common

answer was that error analysis could help identify re-

maining challenges and direct future work, both at a

high level, and in terms of improving individual sys-

tems. Several responses also mentioned researchers’

bias and noted that a thorough error analysis is bet-

ter than cherry-picked examples more commonly seen

in a qualitative analysis section. Some respondents in-

dicated that error analysis was a good complement to

imperfect metrics, and could detect overlooked errors.

The usage of error analysis to gauge whether a system

was suitable for its purpose was also mentioned, along

with gaining a better understanding of system limita-

tions.

We received 27 responses in total to our question on

what kinds of papers error analyses may be useful for.

Most replies (16) mentioned experimental papers or pa-

pers presenting a new system. Five more respondents

even implied that all papers should include error anal-

ysis; this probably still applies mostly to experimental

papers as they are the most common type. Nine re-

spondents mentioned various specific sub-fields or sys-

tem types (e.g. end-to-end systems, dialogue systems).

Three participants mentioned evaluation-related pa-

pers specifically. We also received multiple general re-

marks arguing in favour of error analysis and/or com-

plaining about the lack thereof in current works.

4.5 Reporting practices
What should be included in reports containing an error

analysis? Common themes underlying the responses

were reporting practices that could enable replicability,

reliability, and usefulness of both methodology and re-

sults. Table 2 provides an overview of the responses that

were given in our pilot study, the main survey, or both.

Of the 16 respondents who answered this ques-

tion, seven focused on reporting descriptive details such

as the annotator training process, annotation process,

and actual annotator details, expressing that this would

better enable replicability of results as well as enable

comparisons across studies via replicable methodology.

This also includes reporting details that ensure the reli-

ability of the methodology and results, such as report-

ing inter-annotator agreement and evidence of anno-

tator quality or sampling method (specifically arguing

for statistically-driven sampling).
9,10

At the same time,

one participant warned against over-formalising error

analyses.

Seven respondents explicitly argued for reporting

9
In a recent publication, Shimorina and Belz (2022) provide a use-

ful template for reporting these details.

10
Also see Popović and Belz 2022 for a discussion of reporting

scores and agreement for error annotation tasks.
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Source Recommendation

B Provide the annotation guidelines, with an explanation of how these were created (e.g. as an appendix).

R Provide details on how annotators were trained.

B Provide details about the background of the annotators.

R Provide inter-annotator agreement scores, to assess the reliability of the annotation process.

R If using an existing error taxonomy, ensure it is appropriate for your system.

R If possible, provide a comparison between different systems.

A If comparing different systems, use appropriate statistics (e.g. Chi-square tests comparing the distribution of particular kinds of errors).

R Provide a reflection on the potential sources of the errors.

R Provide correlation scores between different types of errors to see which ones co-occur.

B Provide details on how the outputs were sampled (e.g. stratified sampling).

A Provide actual examples of system output.

Table 2: List of reporting practices suggested in the responses to our questionnaire by either the current authors (A),

our respondents (R), or both (B).

practices related to error taxonomies and compared

systems. The goal here is to increase the usefulness

of the analyses for both aiding researchers and under-

standing systems: reporting of (potentially customized)

error categories with definitions, justifications, and lim-

itations to enable use in other works, and explicitly re-

porting system comparisons and observations (such as

identifying commonalities across systems and the sys-

tem impacts or correlations of errors).

Two participants also left suggestions in the ‘other

comments’ field. One noted that “Error analysis should

focus on language features, text genre characteristics

and adequacy to the task, not a mere statistical analy-

sis.” The other participant highlighted the importance

of sentence structure and the manual labour that goes

into an error analysis. We may interpret this in light

of the fact that humans can pick up nuances that (thus

far) NLP systems have not been able to detect.

5 Discussion

5.1 Incentives and social dynamics
As noted in Section 4.3, most participants thought a

culture change is necessary to make error analysis a

common practice. One promising idea in this direc-

tion seems to be to explicitly reward researchers with

badges for exemplary behaviour, such as preregistering

confirmatory studies and publishing research code and

data.
11

This idea has been proven to work in psychol-

ogy (Kidwell et al., 2016), where open science practices

increased among published papers after the introduc-

tion of badges displayed alongside each paper.
12

Build-

ing on the badges from the ACM (2020), NAACL 2022

also offered reproducibility badges.
13

Over 25% of ac-

cepted submissions earned at least one badge. Relat-

11
See: https://www.cos.io/initiatives/badges

12
Though see Crüwell et al. 2023 for a critical evaluation of the open

data badge policy in the Psychological Science journal.

13
See: https://naacl2022-reproducibility-track.github.io

edly, as program chairs of COLING 2018, Derczynski

and Bender (2021) introduced awards for specific parts

of papers (best evaluation, most reproducible, best chal-

lenge, best error analysis) instead of having an overall

best paper award. On top of that, only papers with

published code and data were eligible for any of these

awards. Following this initiative, the conference saw

about one—third of all papers with full code. One other

innovation from Derczynski and Bender (2021) was to

introduce paper types: categories of papers with associ-

ated review forms that are tailored to the kind of con-

tribution that authors want to make.
14

These review

forms are public, so authors can prepare their work ac-

cordingly. Having specific review forms may nudge au-

thors to include different kinds of information in their

submissions, which they perhaps would not have in-

cluded otherwise.
15

It is still hard to gauge the impact of these initia-

tives on the NLP community, but at least open science

badges help make our community norms and values ex-

plicit. However, following Yarkoni (2018), we have to ac-

knowledge that scholarly behavior is also just a matter

of personal responsibility. If you believe that it is impor-

tant to highlight the limitations of your approach, then

the time and effort needed to carry out an error analysis

should be included in the planning of your project.

The carrot and the stick Incentives generally come

in two forms: the carrot and the stick. The initiatives

discussed above are an example of the former, reward-

ing authors for good behavior. What about the latter?

Can we require authors to carry out an error analysis, or
else. . . ? This is not without precedent. NLP conferences

have recently started requiring the inclusion of Limita-

14
nejlt also uses the same paper types. See: https://www.nejlt.org/

authorinfo/

15
We are not aware of any studies that look into the effects of re-

viewing forms on the form or content of the submitted work. Future

research could study e.g. the content of NLP papers before and after

introducing (new criteria on) checklists for conference submissions.
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tions and Ethical Considerations sections for all papers

where such sections are appropriate (i.e., most NLP pa-

pers). Moreover, one might argue that an evaluation of

an NLG system is not complete without an error analy-

sis, especially given the unreliable nature of automatic

metrics and the reductive nature of summary scores. It

is simply good scholarship to provide an error analysis.

When should error analyses be required? Almost

all of our respondents agreed that journal submissions

should include an error analysis, and the majority of

our respondents also agreed that the same should hold

for conference papers. In hindsight, it is probably not

the venue that counts, but the state of completion of the

project. If you report on a finished project, then the

final publication is the end product, regardless of the

venue. At this point, the project should be fully docu-

mented, including an overview of all the limitations of

the end product. This prevents technical debt (Sculley

et al., 2015) from building up in the NLG community.
16

Based on our observations, we would like to posit

the following rule: if a paper presents a final result (as

opposed to work-in-progress), and the paper presents

both an automatic and a human evaluation, then the

paper should also contain an error analysis.

Getting there A priori, the carrot is preferable to the

stick. Without any hard requirements, there is more

room for exceptions, i.e. papers that do not fit the tra-

ditional mould of NLG publications. Furthermore, en-

couragement policies are less likely to run into resis-

tance from the community, compared to hard require-

ments. We do not necessarily need everyone to provide

an error analysis; if we can encourage a critical mass of

researchers to provide error analyses, then this will just

grow to become the norm.

5.2 Making space for error analyses
Although page limits do not seem to be the main bar-

rier for carrying out error analyses, it is also clear that

additional content takes up space. We have recently

seen this with limitations and ethical considerations

sections, which for many conferences are now allowed

to be put on an additional page following the conclu-

sion (even though ethical considerations are an integral

part of research design). EMNLP also features a repro-

ducibility checklist, the authors of which suggest that

researchers may want to provide important technical

details in the appendix.
17

From these observations, it

seems that our community is struggling to put all rel-

evant information in the four-to-eight pages that are

16
Epstein et al. (2018) make a similar point, but using a different

framing than Sculley et al. (2015). They talk about the AI knowledge
gap, where studies on new systems are published faster than studies

characterizing the behaviour of those new systems.

17
See: https://2020.emnlp.org/blog/2020-05-20-reproducibility

currently allotted to conference papers. The medium is
the message (McLuhan, 1964); if conference papers re-

main the main publication venue for NLP research, then

it is important that our values are reflected in the sub-

mission types. All relevant information should fit in the

main body of the paper. We discuss two options to im-

prove the situation.

Option 1: increase paper length The first option is

to simply increase paper length (e.g. moving from 4/8

pages for short/long papers to 5/10 pages), or to add

another length tier (resulting in papers of either 4, 8,

or 12 pages).
18

This creates additional space to include

relevant information, without introducing any new re-

quirements. Over time, we should see the community

converge on the type and amount of content that is re-

quired for papers in each tier to be publishable. The

main attraction of this proposal is its simplicity, requir-

ing little to no extra administration. The downside of

this proposal is that it is unconstrained, so without any

additional requirements it is not clear whether authors

would actually carry out more error analyses.

Option 2: reserve space for error analyses Con-

tinuing the previous section (§5.1), the *ACL main con-

ferences in NLP have not just required authors to in-

clude limitations and ethical considerations sections;

they have also given authors additional space to pro-

vide these sections. Typically this space is provided af-
ter the conclusion, to ensure that authors do not cheat

the page limit by using the additional space for other

purposes. One way to stimulate error reporting would

be to do the same for error analyses as well. On the one

hand, this initiative adds more administrative burden,

and it prevents authors from integrating the relevant

content into the narrative of the paper (at least at sub-

mission time), but it does guarantee that authors actu-

ally include an error analysis, and it helps to normalise

the idea that every paper should have sections detailing

limitations, ethical considerations, and error analyses.

5.3 Error taxonomies & standardization
Recent work in the NLG community has aimed to pro-

vide an overview of our evaluation practices, and move

towards standardising our terminology and assessment

materials (Belz et al., 2020; Howcroft et al., 2020). There

have been similar efforts in the areas of Explainable AI

(Nauta et al., 2022) and Intelligent Virtual Agents (Fitri-

anie et al., 2019, 2020). The majority of our respondents

indicated that they would be more likely to carry out

an error analysis if there were an existing taxonomy of

18
Of course there are many other possibilities, including the option

to let go of page limits altogether, or to only set an upper bound for

conference submissions (based on the reviewing timeline).
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errors that they could use. However, is it even possi-

ble to establish a standardised error taxonomy for NLG

output? As one participant noted: it is “better to use

a sensible characterization of errors that actually occur

[. . . ] than trying to shoehorn them into an existing tax-

onomy.”

Several taxonomies have been proposed for differ-

ent NLG/NLP tasks and some are used for evaluation

by annotation, an approach that readily lends itself to

error analysis. For machine translation, Popović (2020)

asked annotators in separate experiments to mark com-

prehensibility and adequacy errors, also distinguish-

ing major errors (those which alter the meaning) from

minor errors (grammar or style). Freitag et al. (2021)

asked annotators to mark up to five of the most se-

vere errors within a segment, these were then assigned

both a category and a severity. Costa et al. (2015) pro-

posed a linguistically motivated and hierarchical tax-

onomy, and He et al. (2021) proposed a taxonomy and

then used it to create the TGEA annotated dataset.

For factual accuracy in data-to-text generation, Thom-

son and Reiter (2020) asked annotators to mark non-

overlapping spans of text and assign them one of six

categories. For prompted generation, Dou et al. (2022)

asked annotators to mark all errors from a wide range of

categories,
19

allowing multiple overlapping annotations

and with some subjectivity between categories (Ency-
clopedic for one person could be Needs Google for an-

other). These taxonomies could be used as-is, or they

can be developed further to provide a more detailed

analysis.
20

NLG is difficult to define as a field (Gatt and Krah-

mer, 2018) and despite sharing some commonality (the

generation of text), the purpose of any generated text

is key to how we interact with it (Evans et al., 2002).

This makes it difficult to form a “one size fits all” defi-

nition of NLG and, similarly, an error taxonomy. How-

ever, there are some high-level considerations when se-

lecting or adapting a taxonomy:

Evaluation criterion: Humans are known to miss

some errors when reading (Huang and Staub, 2021), and

whether their annotations for one criterion might af-

fect their subsequent reading and annotation of the re-

maining text is unknown. Asking annotators to con-

sider multiple criteria simultaneously could compound

this problem, increasing both disagreement and the vol-

ume of missed errors. In line with more general best

practices for NLG evaluation (van der Lee et al., 2021),

annotators should consider one criterion at a time.

19
Grammar and Usage, Off-Prompt, Redundant, Self-

Contradiction, Incoherent, Bad math, Encyclopedic, Commonsense,

Needs Google, Technical Jargon.

20
For more examples, Huidrom and Belz (2022) provide a further

survey of existing error taxonomies, which they plan to use to develop

a taxonomy of semantic errors in NLG output.

Annotator agreement: Very low inter-annotator

agreement might be indicative of an annotation proce-

dure issue, but disagreement between annotators does

not necessarily mean that some of the annotations

must be flawed (Popović, 2021). Thomson and Reiter

(2021) noted that even within a single criterion, two

annotators could provide sets of errors that only par-

tially overlap, yet can both be considered valid repre-

sentations of the same complex underlying problem.

In addition to calculating agreement, annotators could

check each other’s annotations and indicate whether

they consider them one valid way of describing the un-

derlying problems Thomson et al. (2023).

Distinct categories: Principles from both taxonomy

and close-response survey design are also relevant to

annotation; categories should be mutually exclusive

and as exhaustive as is practical (Fowler and Cosenza,

2008). If there are too many categories (making it hard

for annotators to keep all distinctions in mind), it may

be beneficial to use more coarse-grained taxonomy.

Error instance vs cause: Hallucination is commonly

considered a core error type in NLG but Van Miltenburg

et al. (2021a) argue that errors should not be defined in

the first instance by the process that caused them. An

error in generated text can be defined in terms of how

it fails to meet its purpose, a grammatical error, fac-

tual mistake, etc. The reason for this failure can then

(optionally) be determined. Process errors should be

recorded separately from text errors, i.e., we could mark

an error as being an incorrect named entity, then indi-

cated that this was caused by hallucination. Different

types of hallucination, such as intrinsic versus extrinsic

(Ji et al., 2022), can be considered at this second stage.

Error severity: Different errors may have a different

impact on readers (van Miltenburg et al., 2020b).

Similarly to error causes, severity can be assessed

after the error is identified and categorised (Popović,

2020; Freitag et al., 2021), although this may be

done immediately as part of recording the error. In

such cases, annotators are following a sequential

procedure where they first find the error span and

assign a category, then consider how severe the error is.

Although there are still many (context-dependent)

decisions for authors to make about the design of a suit-

able error analysis, these considerations do constrain

the space of possible approaches. Moreover, it should

be possible for researchers to agree on a standard error

analysis taxonomy and format for common NLG tasks.

These could be decided upon during the development

of new tasks, or with new iterations of existing shared
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tasks, e.g. WebNLG (Castro Ferreira et al., 2020) or the

surface realization shared task (Mille et al., 2020).

Another useful step may be the development of

guidelines for what the output should look like. This is

mostly a problem for neural data-driven NLG systems,

which are commonly trained and evaluated on crowd-

sourced data, where annotators are asked to write an

output text for a given input. If the guidelines for writ-

ing those texts are underspecified, then there will (1) be

a high degree of variation in the human-authored texts

(see, e.g., van Miltenburg et al. 2017),
21

and (2) the de-

cision of what the output should look like is essentially

delegated to the crowd, meaning that the standard for

comparison is only extensionally defined by the train-

ing corpus (van Miltenburg et al., 2020a; Schlangen,

2021). Without any clearly defined standards, it is more

difficult to judge the quality of automatically generated

output. With standards in place, it is also possible to de-

fine deviations from the norm, which we can then more

easily flag as errors.

Finally, any taxonomy is better than no taxonomy

at all. If there is no existing set of error categories, then

we encourage authors to develop a taxonomy of their

own. Once established, error taxonomies can have a

big impact on future work in two ways:

1. They facilitate future error analyses and make it

easier to compare different systems,

2. They may steer future research by highlighting

specific issues in system output that should be

resolved.

5.4 Resources: time, money, and tools

Time and money were considered by our respondents

to be the main barriers to carrying out error analy-

ses. These two factors are also clearly correlated: time-

consuming tasks can be outsourced by paying someone

else to do them, and vice-versa. You can save money by

doing everything yourself. So what if you have neither

time nor money to spend on error analysis?

Using student annotators. The go-to option for

cheap annotation in academia is to have students carry

out the work. We do not think it is ethical to have stu-

dents annotate large amounts of data for free, but at

least small batches of error analysis could be incorpo-

rated in education. We suggest the following guidelines

for ethical data collection:

21
This variation is not necessarily bad (users may sometimes ap-

preciate diversity), but it has been shown for use cases such as pro-

fessional weather forecasting that users appreciate consistency in the

output (Sripada et al., 2004). Either way, we do need to ensure that

the texts are congruent with the purpose of the task. If the purpose is

not made clear to the crowd-workers, the human-authored texts may

be sub-optimal with regard to the communicative situation that the

NLG system is embedded in.

1. The exercise should support the end-goals of the

course.

2. The amount of items to annotate should not be

excessive. Once the learning goals have been

achieved, it is not necessary to continue to ex-

ercise.

3. The data should be anonymised such that it is not

possible to identify which student contributed

the annotations.

4. Students should have the opportunity to opt-out

of their data being used for research purposes

(without this having any negative effect on their

grades). Or even better: use an opt-in procedure

where students may (anonymously) submit their

results.

5. As a corollary of the previous points: grades

should not be contingent on data quality.

6. Researchers should check with their colleagues

or their institutional review board (IRB) whether

this form of data collection is appropriate, given

the power differential between teachers and stu-

dents.

In short: ‘free’ annotation should not come at the

cost of students’ well-being. It requires dedication, and

an up-front investment to responsibly integrate the ex-

ercise in an educational context.

(Lack of) time is an illusion. Many researchers

have internalized the corporate values of speed and ef-
ficiency, prioritizing them over the slow contemplation

that has traditionally been the hallmark of academia

(Berg and Seeber, 2018). As a result, it often feels like

we are just living from deadline to deadline, without

any time to sit down and thoroughly analyze our re-

sults. But this is a choice; there are other options! In

his (2018) COLING keynote, Min-Yen Kan promoted the

idea of ‘slow research’ in NLP, as a counterpart to the

fast-paced style of research that has grown popular in

recent years. We would argue that a publication with

a slow, deliberate error analysis may over time be more

impactful than a paper lacking such in-depth informa-

tion. (One might respond that slower research risks be-

ing scooped, but this overlooks the fact that error analy-

ses and other time-consuming methods are substantial

contributions in and of themselves.)

Of course, fast-paced research is there for a rea-

son; many researchers believe they are expected to live

up to the aphorism that they should publish or per-
ish. Not publishing enough papers may reduce your

chances of success in academia.
22

But, again follow-

ing Yarkoni (2018), we shouldn’t sacrifice good scholar-

ship based on these incentives. At this point we should

22
And as Rahal et al. (2023) note: “Quality research needs good

working conditions.” With more permanent positions, researchers

may find themselves better able to focus on long-term research goals.
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ask ourselves: how long does an error analysis really
take? Granted, an extensive error analysis can be quite

labour-intensive, but we should not let perfect be the

enemy of good. Including a systematic error analysis of

any kind is already much better than randomly picking

some cherries and lemons to include in the appendix.

Just do it yourself. As with any annotation task, it is

important to at least carry out some portion of the anal-

ysis yourself. There is no replacement for getting famil-

iar with the output of your system, or with the process

of identifying potential errors. This dogfooding23
en-

sures that the task is feasible, and decreases the odds

of overlooking important properties of the generated

data. Although the majority of our participants found

error analyses to be boring/tedious, there are clear ben-

efits to this method, and an equal majority found the

process to be enjoyable as well. As Sambasivan et al.

(2021) note, data work is considered to be much less

glamorous than modeling, but it is essential that we do

it anyway.

Trade-offs are inevitable. Some NLG tasks are

more time-consuming to evaluate than others. For ex-

ample, manually assessing the quality of longer texts

(e.g. summaries, stories, or news articles) takes longer

than the assessment of shorter texts (e.g. image cap-

tions, product descriptions). In a multilingual setting,

evaluation is also going to be more involved: one may

want to have a universal set of error categories that

work across different languages, or a large enough sam-

ple size for outputs in each language under consider-

ation. Given time and money constraints, it may not

be feasible to carry out a large-scale error analysis. As

noted above: any error analysis is better than none, but

the authors also need to be clear about their consid-

erations and the limitations of their analysis. Example

trade-offs include:

1. Coverage versus specificity: Carry out an in-

depth analysis of a specific subset of the outputs,

or a more superficial analysis of all the outputs?

2. Coverage versus reliability: Annotate more out-

puts with fewer annotators per output, or fewer

outputs with more annotators?

There is no one-size-fits-all recommendation with

regard to the trade-offs that authors should make. This

process is guided by the research question, hypothe-

ses, and the claims that the authors would like to make

about their system. The strength of the error analysis

influences the extent to which any claims about system

performance can be substantiated.

23
For lack of a better term, although dogfooding is typically used to

refer to developers using their own software rather than just inspect-

ing the results. See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eating your own

dog food

Optimisation and tools It may be possible to de-

velop tools to carry out error analyses more efficiently.

For example, after developing a dedicated app or mo-

bile website, error analyses could be carried out on the
go in brief sessions (e.g., waiting for the bus, or on

the train). This is an interesting avenue for future re-

search, although following Section 5.3 one might won-

der whether it is feasible to develop universal tools for

supporting error analysis, given the challenges of stan-

dardisation.

5.5 Collaboration

The majority of our participants indicated that they

would be more likely to carry out an error analysis if

they had more collaborators. How can we address this

issue?

Shared tasks One proposal is to copy successful eval-

uation practices from other subfields of NLP. The Work-

shop on Machine Translation (WMT) asks all of its par-

ticipants to rate a collection of translations “propor-

tional to the number of tasks they entered” (Barrault

et al., 2020).
24

This approach has been proposed in

the NLG community as well, for the GEM shared task

(Gehrmann et al., 2021, p. 109). Next to providing rat-

ings, participants of shared tasks could also conduct

error analyses. Once the outputs of all systems are

submitted, the participants could analyse a subset of

the outputs of all systems using an agreed-upon error

taxonomy and annotation methodology. This has at

least three distinct advantages: (1) Authors would be

intimately familiar with the different kinds of mistakes

that systems could potentially make, (2) system labels

would be hidden so that participants are not biased in

their judgments, (3) each shared task would produce

richly annotated datasets (potentially further enriched

with human and automatic evaluation scores).

Sharing resources Researchers in Psychology have

proposed StudySwap (Chartier et al., 2018): a dedicated

platform to share resources, such as equipment, partic-

ipants, expertise, and so on.
25

The NLG/NLP commu-

nity lacks such a platform. Of course, researchers may

informally help each other out, but this is always easier

for established researchers with a bigger network. It is

tempting to suggest a centralised platform for collabo-

rative NLP/NLG research, but this may not be feasible

to sustain.

24
These judgments are further complemented by those from

crowd-workers, and a dedicated pool of linguists.

25
Unfortunately the platform is currently dormant, but it has re-

sulted in fruitful collaborations in the past.
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6 Limitations of this study
Because our participants are volunteers, we run the risk

of possible self-selection bias: only people that are in-

terested in error analysis may have taken the time to

respond to our survey. This means that our survey may

overestimate the support for error analysis in our com-

munity. This issue is inherent to any voluntary survey.

(For example, Jakobsen and Rogers (2022) report this

limitation as well). Given this limitation, we are still

able to make existential claims about the barriers that

exist for researchers wanting to carry out and publish

error analyses; at least some researchers are held back

by the barriers listed above.

Another limitation is that our sample size is rel-

atively small, with 72 participants. As we discussed

above, this is not very surprising, given the limited size

of the NLG community. Our participants were also al-

lowed to skip as many questions as they liked in our

survey. As a result, several questions were answered by

less than half of our 72 participants. This may be seen

as a limitation of our study, because a small group of

researchers may not be representative of the larger re-

search community. But our study does serve its original

purpose: to consult other researchers about potential

barriers and enabling factors for the use of error anal-

ysis in NLG, and to ensure that our list of barriers and

enabling factors does not have any glaring omissions.

Two participants indicated that they were not fa-

miliar with the concept of error analysis before this

study. One of them also noted that, because of this,

they would have liked to see an “I don’t know” option

for the Likert scale questions (although it was possible

to leave these questions blank).

7 Conclusion & Future Work
We have carried out a survey among NLG researchers

and practitioners. Our respondents were generally pos-

itive about error analysis, but they did see multiple bar-

riers to the general adoption of this approach. By re-

moving or minimizing these barriers (as discussed in

Section 4.3) and motivating authors to include error

analyses in their work (section 5.1), we may see greater

adoption of error analysis in the future.

In the future, we would like to focus on develop-

ing tools and resources, such as error taxonomies, an-

notation tools, and clear guidelines that would help to

encourage more routine and robust error analyses. In

addition to development of resources, there also needs

to be a structural change in the incentives around re-

search publication that encourages prospective authors

to conduct such analyses. More work is still needed to

help enable error analyses by researchers and practi-

tioners, but we are optimistic about the future of eval-

uation within NLG.

8 Ethical considerations

8.1 Positionality and transparency

We are aware that our position as authors is not neutral:

we are all proponents of error analysis, and many of us

have enough job stability to not have to worry about

publishing as much. This gives us the time and space

needed to publish longer studies, potentially with de-

tailed error analyses. We have attempted to explicitly

capture our opinions about error analysis before dis-

tributing our survey. This information is also available

through our GitHub repository, both in raw form as well

as in a short report.

8.2 IRB approval

Before carrying out our study, we obtained IRB ap-

proval from the lead author’s university. This process

separately considers the treatment of our participants,

and the treatment of our research data. Our consider-

ations for the IRB are detailed below.

8.2.1 Participants

Invitations: We sent out the invitation to take part in

our study through social media and two mailing lists

(SIGGEN and Corpora). These mailing lists are explic-

itly set up for the purpose of sending each other news

(e.g. about upcoming conferences) and questions. Peo-

ple voluntarily subscribe to these mailing lists, and the

invitation for our study falls within the expected use of

those lists.

Information letter and informed consent: Our study

starts with an information letter, describing the goal

of the study, the expected duration, and potential

risks/benefits of the study. The letter provides the

names of the researchers involved, as well as an email

address to contact for more information. The informa-

tion letter is followed by a separate informed consent

form, which specifies explicitly what participants agree

to, when they take part in our study. They are also

reminded of their rights: participation is fully anony-

mous, and participants are always free to quit the sur-

vey or withdraw their consent at any time, without any

negative consequences.

Demographics and survey length: We aimed to min-

imize the amount of data collected about each par-

ticipant. We only collected their general affiliation

(Academia, Industry, Other) and their amount of expe-

rience (expressed in broad ranges, so as not to make

people identifiable by the exact number of years). The

rest of the survey has been streamlined to reduce the
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burden as much as possible, and should be doable in

about 10-15 minutes.

8.2.2 Data

IP-addresses: By default, our survey platform

(Qualtrics) is set to store the IP addresses of all

participants. Because this may be identifying informa-

tion, we turned this setting off.

Data management: Because the data is fully anony-

mous, and participants have consented to the publica-

tion of the data, we are free to publish the responses to

our survey. Before doing so, we checked the responses

to the open questions for any identifying information

that may need to be removed to protect the identity of

our participants. All code and data have been shared

through GitHub, and submitted along with this paper,

thus providing maximal transparency.

8.3 Intended use of our results
Our proposals should be seen as part of the broader and

ongoing discussions on publication and peer review in

NLP (Rogers and Augenstein, 2020), and the state and

quality of evaluations in NLG (Howcroft et al., 2020).

As such, our proposals are not final, but are meant to

be discussed further.

Although our policy proposals are grounded in the

responses from the general NLG community, we do not

know whether they are broadly supported by the com-

munity. Workshop and conference chairs may experi-

ment with minor changes, but bigger changes may need

to be put to a vote.
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A Information letter

What is this study about?

This research project aims to understand the status of

error analysis in NLG. We aim to answer three ques-

tions:

• What do researchers think about error analysis?

• In what circumstances are researchers willing and

able to carry out an error analysis?

• What are the barriers to carrying out an error analy-

sis?

This study builds on an earlier position paper about

error analysis, which shows that relatively few NLG

papers provide an error analysis, and which provide a

how-to guide for carrying out error analyses. You can

read the paper here.

What does participating in the study en-
tail?

For this study, we ask you to answer a short series of

questions. We expect this to take about 10 minutes.

Most of these questions are multiple-choice, but there

are also some open questions. Your answers will be

completely anonymous, and it is impossible for us to

trace back the answers to you.

Disadvantages, consequences & risks

• You will be asked to answer a series of questions,

which takes time. We tried to make the questionnaire

as short as possible, so as to minimise any possible in-

convenience.

• Although we tried to prevent any question from of-

fending any participants, it may still be the case that

you take offense to some of the questions. In this case,

feel free to leave a comment at the end of the survey,

or to contact either us or the ethics committee directly.

Contact details are at the bottom of this page.

• Some questions might be controversial. We record

minimal personal information, so that you are free to

speak your mind, without any consequences. The only

personal information we collect is whether you work in

industry or in academia, and how experienced you are.

• We do not foresee any other risks connected to your

taking part in this study.

Advantages

There are no direct advantages to taking part in this

study. The indirect advantage is that your contribu-

tion will help us understand how NLG researchers feel

about error analysis, and we aim to publish a full re-

port through one of the many open-access venues in

our field (e.g. INLG).

Rights

Under the main applicant’s University’s code of ethics,

you are entitled to a number of rights:

• Your participation is completely voluntary, and you

have the right to decline to participate and withdraw

from the research once participation has begun, with-

out any negative consequences, and without providing

any explanation.

• You have the right, in principle, to request access

to and rectification, erasure, restriction of or object to

the processing of personal data. For more information,

please see: URL. Do note that, because all data is fully

anonymised, it may be impossible for us to delete or

alter your responses.

• Your participation is fully confidential, meaning that

your answers will be fully anonymised. We have con-

figured Qualtrics such that it will also not collect your

IP address.

• Your consent to participate only lasts for the duration

of the study, and may be withdrawn at any time.

What does consent mean?

By consenting, you indicate that you are voluntarily

taking part in this study, and that you allow for your

data to be processed. This means that:

• You agree that your answers may be used to publish

a research article on this topic.

• The data will be stored on the computers of the re-

search team, with both local (hard drive) and online

(protected cloud drive) backups.

• The data will be made public upon completion of this

study.

• You acknowledge that there is no financial compen-

sation for taking part in this study.

The actual consent form is on the next page.

Contact details

This study has been approved by the Research Ethics

and Data Management Committee (REDC) of the

DEPARTMENT. If you have any questions about this

study, you may contact the principal investigator via

email: EMAIL. If you have any remarks or complaints

regarding this research, you may also contact the

REDC via: EMAIL.

Full list of the researchers involved: NAMES
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B Informed consent form
This is the consent form for our study about the status

of error analysis in NLG. Full details about this study

were provided on the previous page. If you want to read

this information again, you can go back to the previous

page. If anything is still unclear about this study, please

contact: EMAIL.

Consent
By consenting, you indicate that you have read the de-

scription on the previous page, that you are voluntarily

taking part in this study, and that you allow for your

data to be processed. This means that:

• You agree to your responses being anonymously

recorded.

• Your answers will be used to study the status of error

analysis in NLG, and may be used in future publications

pertaining to this topic.

• The data will be shared with our research team, with

both local (hard drive) and online (protected cloud

drive) backups. This data will be stored indefinitely,

and made public upon completion of our research. Note

again that none of your answers can be traced back to

you.

• You acknowledge that there is no financial compen-

sation for taking part in this study.

Note that you may still withdraw your consent af-

ter completing this form, without any negative conse-

quences. We will delete all incomplete forms from our

study.

Do you consent?
Do you agree to take part in this study? If you consent,

please indicate this below by clicking “Yes”. If you click

“No”, you will be directed to the end of this question-

naire. You may also close this page to stop participating

in this study.

E Yes, I consent.

E No, I do not consent.

C Survey questions
These are all the questions we have asked our partici-

pants to answer. Due to the display logic, participants

always see a subset of the questions, based on their

earlier answers. We have reproduced this display

logic below with conditional statements (if * was
selected for question *:). If the statement is true, then

the question immediately following the statement is

displayed. Otherwise, questions with false conditionals

are hidden.

Start of survey

1. Are you in academia or in industry? (If you have

a dual affiliation, please respond with your dominant

affiliation in mind.)

E Academia

E Industry

E Other

2. How many years have you been working in NLG?

E Less than 2 years

E 2-5 years

E 6-10 years

E 11 or more years

E I don’t work in NLG

Definition of “error analysis”
Before continuing, we need to agree on the definition of

error analysis. For the purposes of this questionnaire:

• We define “error analysis” as a formalised procedure

(similar to annotation) in which errors in the output

of an NLG system are identified and categorised, after

which the frequencies for the different kinds of errors

are reported.

• Error analyses are different from “error mentions”,

which give an impression of the kinds of errors that are

made by an NLG system, but are less formal and don’t

quantify the distribution of errors.

Example
Below is an excerpt from Table 3 of Barros & Lloret

(2015, ENLG). The authors “manually analysed all the

generated sentences and classified these errors attend-

ing to frequent grammatical errors and frequent draft-

ing errors.” The table shows how often each type of er-

ror occurs in their data.

Error types Number of sentences

Grammatical concordance: Nominal 2

Verbal 7

Non words semantic relations 36

Missing main verb 7

Incorrect syntactic order 38

3. Do you remember reading any NLG papers that in-

clude an error analysis?

E Yes

E No

If positive answer to question 3:

4. Did you find the error analyses to be useful?

E Not at all useful

E Slightly useful
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E Moderately useful

E Very useful

E Extremely useful

If not at all useful was not selected for question 4:

5. What did you find useful about the error analyses

you’ve seen?

(Open question)

If not at all useful was selected for question 4:

6. Why didn’t you find the error analyses to be useful?

(Open question)

If negative answer to question 3:

7. Is it surprising to you that you haven’t seen any pub-

lished error analyses?

E Yes, because . . .

E No, because . . .

8. Have you ever carried out an error analysis?

E Yes

E No

If positive answer to question 8:

9. What did you find challenging or difficult about

carrying out an error analysis?

(Open question)

If positive answer to question 8:

10. Did you feel like there were enough re-

sources/reference material for you to carry out an error

analysis?

E Yes

E No

If positive answer to question 8:

11. Do you think you’ll carry out an error analysis again

in the future?

E Definitely not

E Probably not

E Might or might not

E Probably yes

E Definitely yes

If positive answer to question 8:

12. Could you explain your answer to the previous

question?

(Open question)

If negative answer to question 8:

13. Have you ever considered carrying out an error

analysis?

E Never

E Once or twice

E Regularly

E I’m planning to carry out an error analysis in the

future

If negative answer to question 8:

14. What is the reason you haven’t carried out an error

analysis?

(Open question)

If negative answer to question 8:

15. Are you willing to carry out an error analysis?

E Definitely not

E Probably not

E Might or might not

E Probably yes

E Definitely yes

16. For what kinds of papers do you think error

analyses may be useful?

(Open question)

17. I would be more likely to carry out an analysis in a

conference/journal paper if. . .

(Closed question with multiple statements. Answer op-

tions: Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither

agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree)

• There was a higher page limit.

• There would be an existing error taxonomy that I

could use.

• There would be dedicated annotation tools for error

analysis that I could use.

• There would be a crowdsourcing template for carry-

ing out error analyses.

• Reviewers paid more attention to error analyses.

• There were an available pool of annotators or crowd

workers

• I had more time.

• I had more money.

• I had more collaborators.

18. Are there any other barriers that prevent you from

carrying out an error analysis?

(Open question)

19. Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with

the following statements

(Closed question with multiple statements. Answer op-

tions: Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither

agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree)

• There should be more error analyses in the NLG lit-

erature

• Error analyses are a valuable part of a paper.

• Carrying out an error analysis is enjoyable.

• Carrying out an error analysis is boring/tedious.
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• Error analyses are necessary to fully evaluate the per-

formance of an NLG system.

• Knowing what errors a system makes is helpful for

future research.

• Knowing what errors a system makes is helpful for

practitioners/NLG in industry.

• If you publish at a conference, and you present an

NLG system as one of your main contributions, you

should include an error analysis.

• If you publish in a journal, and you present an NLG

system as one of your main contributions, you should

include an error analysis.

20. I am . . . likely to include an error analysis in a journal

article than/as I would be for a conference publication.

E More

E Less

E Equally

21. Please explain your answer to the previous question

(Open question)

22. Are there currently enough resources to support er-

ror analysis?

E Yes

E No, I am still missing: . . .

23. Besides resources, are there any other factors that

would make it more likely for you to carry out an error

analysis?

(Open question)

We believe that it is essential for authors of error

analyses to include a table with the distribution of

errors in the output of their system. This data should

be based on a formalised annotation procedure, with at

least two annotators, so that the paper can also report

inter-annotator agreement to gauge the reliability of

the analysis.

24. What else would you recommend that authors

should include in an error analysis?

(Open question)

25. This is the final question. Is there anything you

would like to add or comment on?
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